
SPACE:LATE

FREE ENTRY
WEDNESDAY 14 MARCH 
7PM – 10PM
#SOYUZTOUR



SHOWS 
REVOLUTION MANCHESTER STAGE

DR SUZE KUNDU
Dr Suze Kundu is a nanomaterials chemist and science 
communicator with a passion for all things spacey. Having 
first seen a lunar module as a tiny child, Suze now works in 
materials science as a still-very-tiny adult. Tonight she will 
be talking about her favourite space-related materials and 
campaign for the European Space Agency to lower their 
height limit so that she can become an astronaut. She also 
has the pleasure of introducing the rest of the amazing acts 
joining us at the event.
7.15pm

TIM PEAKE’S SPACECRAFT 
Join curator Doug Millard to hear more about the perilous  
74 million mile journey of Tim Peake’s Soyuz spacecraft  
from Earth to the International Space Station and back.
7.30pm 

SPACE BITES
Can you handle the heat (of space)? Are you a better 
astronaut than a robot? And would you wear a space-nappy!? 
If the answer is yes, we need you! Join our Explainer team  
as they explore some of the science behind Tim Peake’s 
Soyuz adventure.
8pm

WELCOME TO SPACE: LATE 
Ground control to Manchester… Major Tim Peake’s 
Spacecraft has landed at the Museum of Science and Industry. 
To celebrate the arrival of this historic object  
from a galaxy far, far away, we have an interstellar  
programme of short talks, demonstrations and hands-on 
activities to keep you entertained to infinity and beyond.*  

So set your phasers to fun and get ready to engage  
with astronaut tests, lunar rovers, mission patch making  
and out-of-this-world VR experiences.

*until 10pm

Tim Peake’s Spacecraft is presented by Samsung and the 
Science Museum Group. 

FOOD AND DRINK
Thirsty? Hit the space bar in Revolution Manchester which  
is open all night. Black hole in your stomach? Rocket fuel  
will be served in our first floor Bistro until 8.30pm. 

Share your snaps with us on Twitter and Instagram  
@msimanchester #soyuztour #SpaceLate



HOW TO LEAVE THE PLANET – DALLAS CAMPBELL
For almost all human history we’ve been firmly rooted to the 
Earth. And, sure, it’s got some good things going for it: nice 
views, friendly inhabitants, good coffee. Air. 

But what if you want to get off? Whether you’ve got itchy feet 
and need a bit of a break, or you’re looking for a complete 
change of scene, this talk has all the information you’ll need  
to leave. 
Dallas Campbell’s book ‘How to Leave the Planet’ is on sale  
in the museum shop
8.30pm

HOME – A VR SPACEWALK
In the entire history of humanity, only 215 people have been on 
a spacewalk. Inspired by conversations with Tim Peake about 
NASA’s training programme and the astonishing experiences 
of its astronauts, this immersive show from BBC Learning sees 
a member of the audience stepping into a space suit to take 
on a mission set 250 miles above the earth at the International 
Space Station. 
9.15pm and throughout the night in 
Textiles Gallery

MAKE, SEE AND DO
SOYUZ TMA-19M: TIM PEAKE’S SPACECRAFT
On 18 June 2016, Major Tim Peake returned to Earth from 
the International Space Station in the Soyuz TMA-19M 
descent module. Now, thanks to the Science Museum Group’s 
partnership with Samsung, you can join us for a once-in-
a-lifetime opportunity to get a close look at this historic 
spacecraft — complete with scorch marks from its re-entry 
through the atmosphere. 
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

ASTRONAUT TESTS 
Think you’ve got what it takes be an astronaut? Reckon you 
could live long and prosper in space? Get put through  
your paces (quite literally) with some tricky coordination  
and reaction tests from the University of Leicester and  
Dr Suzie Imber, winner of BBC Two’s Astronauts: Do You Have 
What It Takes?  
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

SPACE ROVERS RETURN
Pilot a Lego Mars Rover using the Earth-Moon time delay in a 
hands-on, drop-in activity from the University of Liverpool.  
Or watch a demo of the working lunar rover built by Manchester 
Students for the Exploration and Development  
of Space, whilst hearing more about their other projects.
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

METEORITE HUNT
Hone your detective skills by taking part in a meteorite hunt 
with the University of Manchester’s Earth and Solar System 
team. Challenge your friends to see how many you can  
get (meteo)right and find out what it takes to discover space 
rocks in Antarctic glaciers. 
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

FLY THROUGH A GALAXY 
Travel across the Milky Way with the University of Central 
Lancashire’s galaxy VR experience – explore supermassive 
black holes or hop across to the sun at the speed of light.  
It’s a journey that will leave you starry-eyed. 
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor



MADEINVADERS 
See how you fare at MadeInvaders, DefProc Engineering’s 
answer to arcade game classic Space Invaders. Will you be 
a shooting star and get the highest score on their animated, 
reactive NERF range? 
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

TELESCOPE ARRAY
Do a spot of stargazing with Manchester Astronomical  
Society – they’ve been observing the sky since 1892 so  
they know their stuff. 
7pm – 10pm
Revolution Manchester Gallery, Ground Floor

SKYBOLT ROCKET
Take a stellar selfie with Skybolt 2, a nine foot rocket 
that’s really been into space. Made by Manchester-based 
manufacturer Starchaser, this is the largest rocket in the UK 
and will be on display for the whole evening in the Upper  
Yard outside the Great Western Warehouse. Plus create your 
own (not actual size) replica to take home.
7pm – 10pm, Upper Yard

SPACE DESCENT VR WITH TIM PEAKE 
Ever wanted to fly through space and pilot a capsule back 
home? Join narrator Tim Peake on the out-of-this-world  
virtual reality mission that puts you in the pilot’s seat of a 
Soyuz capsule. Using the latest state-of-the-art Samsung  
Gear VR technology, you’ll get a 360° look inside the  
capsule and experience the thrill of retracing Tim’s 400km 
journey as you land safely back on Earth. 
7pm – 10pm
Textiles Gallery, Ground Floor
£4 special offer

JUMP FOR SPACE 
Ever wondered what happens to your body when you go 
into space? The healthcare science team at Manchester 
Metropolitan University can tell you! Take a jump test to see how 
you measure up against the population, learn how microgravity 
works and find out if space really is bad for your health. 
7pm – 10pm 
Textiles Gallery, Ground Floor

WONDERDOME PLANETARIUM 
Fly to the Moon and back with astronomer Dennis Ashton in 
the Wonderdome, our inflatable planetarium. Our 10-minute 
show puts you at the heart of some of the most important 
manned space missions of all time, from the Apollo 11 Moon 
landings and a tour of the International Space Station, to 
Soyuz capsules and life on Mars in 2040. 
Shows every 15 minutes from 7.15pm – 9.30pm 
Back of the Bistro, First Floor
Limited tickets available, on a first come first served basis

MAKE YOUR OWN MISSION PATCH
Where would your space journey take you? Pick your 
destination, then design and create your own astronaut’s  
space badge ready for your mission.  
7pm – 10pm
Back of the Bistro, First Floor

SPACE FOOD
Houston, we have a problem. Astronauts don’t get enough 
calcium! Join MetMUnch’s nutrition team of gastronauts  
for a flight through the gut – guess which fruit and veg are  
best for enhancing bone mass and take away a space food 
powder to step up your smoothie. 
7pm – 10pm
Experiment!, First Floor



SPACE HOLOGRAM MAKING
Hold the galaxy in the palm of your hand in this fun and simple 
activity, where you can make your own space hologram. 
7pm – 10pm
Experiment!, First Floor

RADIO INTERFEROMETRY 
Check out the latest radio interferometry technology used by 
scientists at Jodrell Bank Observatory to examine the stars and 
produce incredible high-res images. 
7pm – 10pm
Experiment!, First Floor

CONSTELLATION COASTERS WORKSHOP
Take your brew to the next dimension by making a snazzy 
constellation coaster – just pick a design from the star maps and 
recreate it with string and colourful pins in this cosmic workshop.
7pm – 10pm
Experiment!, First Floor

SHOP
Browse our shop’s selection of gifts, games and books 
related to Soyuz, space and every other science topic 
you can think of. It’ll have you reaching for the stars 
(and your wallet). 
7pm – 10pm, Ground Floor

ROBOTS EXHIBITION 
Get up close and personal with over 100 amazing robots
 and discover what it means to be human in a robotic 
world. Admission to Robots is half price for tonight’s event 
and tickets are limited.
7pm – 10pm, 
Temporary Exhibition Gallery, First Floor First Floor
£4 (normal ticket price £8) 
Available at the exhibition entrance

TEACHER ZONE
Are you a Teacher? Join us in our exclusive-to-teachers 
networking space! Teachers attending the Late can enjoy 
drinks and nibbles, alongside exclusive workshops and a 
chance to find out how the Museum can support your 
teaching. Drop in, it’s free! 
7pm – 8.30pm  Café, Ground Floor

Enjoyed our Space: Late?  Look out for our next event in May, 
part of Manchester After Hours 
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WIN A SAMSUNG 
GALAXY S9 SMARTPHONE 
AND GEAR VR HEADSET
Continue your journey of discovery with Samsung  
and the Science Museum Group by sharing  
your astronaut picture to Twitter with the hashtags  
#DoWhatYouCant, #SoyuzTour and tag  
@msimanchester to enter


